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Abstract. The improvement of senior high school students skill in finding the concept by using 

module based on guided inquiry  integrated experimental activities in the classroom was 

investigated. The Chemical Equilibrium material was chosen since the module has been 

estatabilished. This study aims to reveal the effectiveness of the use of integrated chemical 

equilibrium module-based on guided inquiry integrates the experiment to the study and science 

process skills (SPS) students. The experimental class which is learn by using the module-based 

guided inquiry integrates the experiment, whereas the control class by coventions system. From 

the data analysis, the mean value of SPS of experimental class is 83,1 (very high category) higher 

than control class that is 72,7 (high category). While the mean score of experimental class (81,3) 

was higher than the control class (77,4). From these findings it can be concluded that the 

chemical equilibrium module based guided inquiry integrated the experiment was effective in 

improving science process skills and student learning outcomes. Therefore, it was recommended 

for chemistry teachers to use this module as an alternative of learning chemistry in high school.  

1.  Introduction 

Chemical equilibrium explains the conditions in which the forward reaction rates and return rates are 

same and where the concentrations of reactants and products no longer change over time [1] [2]. 

Chemical equilibrium is the material taught in the odd semester XI class for senior high school. In this 

subject, the students should be able to analyze the factors that influence the shift in equilibrium direction, 

ie concentration, temperature, volume, and pressure, and able to determine the quantitative relationship 

between reactants with the reaction result of an equilibrium reaction through experiment (KD 4.8 and 

4.9 Chemical Equilibrium Curriculum 2013). In the delivery chemical equilibrium concept, in 

accordance with the above KD then in learning this material requires experimental activities. 

Experimental activities can provide direct observation of the symptoms or processes of science, train 

the ability to think scientificaly, inculcate and develop a scientific attitude. In addition, experimental 

activities can provide more meaningful and profound learning [3]. Several studies have concluded that 

experimental / experimental experience in learning can improve student achievement and learning 

outcomes [4] [5] [6] [7]. 

Based on observations and interviews with several chemistry teachers, as well as some students at 

state senior high school in Padang City, information is obtained that the experimental activities in the 

school have not been implemented optimally. Generally, the experimental activities are carried out 
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separately (not integrated), aiming to confirm the concept not to find. The results of the analysis of 

teaching materials used in the learning concluded that generally schooled using job sheet that have not 

integrated experimental activities in its job sheet. According to student’s job sheet used is not interesting 

because it contains a lot of verbal information. It was not yet found using modules that integrate 

experimental activities. All of these things cause students' motivation to study chemistry is low. 

The low of minister education number 59 of 2014 states that the learning chemistry is a learning that 

emphasizes the skills of the science process (SPS). SPS is a process for performing activities related to 

science. SPS gives students the opportunity to discover the facts and connect the concepts, through 

activities or experiences [8]. In addition, SPS is a learning approach that gives students the opportunity 

to discover concepts by interacting with concrete objects [9]. SPS can also help students to provide 

meaningful learning experiences as they can also develop higher-order thinking [10]. 

Gagne et al, states SPS is seen as a problem-solving skill in which problems go through a systematic 

process undertaken to be solved [11]. SPS is important for teaching ways to solve the problems. Students 

need good process skills when conducting scientific inquiry and during the learning process [12] [13]. 

Indicators are often used as a reference in the process of understanding the concept of science conducted 

by students that is, (1) interpreting, (2) example, (3) classify, (4) summarize, (5) guess, (6) compare, (7) 

) explains, (8) formulates the hypothesis, (9) observes, (10) implements the concept, (11) formulates the 

problem, (12) asks questions, (13) plots the experiment and (14) communicates. [8] [14 [[15] [16]. 

Scientific process skills can be developed by applying the inquiry learning model. Inquiry is a series 

of learning activities that involve all students' abilities to the fullest to seek and investigate critically, 

systematically, logically and analytically, so that students can find the concept independently [17]. 

Guided inquiry is one of the inquiry learning models, which requires students to conduct a series of 

investigations, explorations, searches, experiments, searches, and research. This learning is centered on 

students, students can work in small groups [18] [19]. 

Several studies have shown that guided inquiry learning is effective in providing meaningful 

learning, improving students' skills in understanding concepts, improving learning outcomes and science 

process skills [20] [21] [22]. Guided Inquiry-based experimental or practicum is one of the most 

recommended learning methods in chemistry learning [23]. 

In carrying out effective and efficient learning is needed teaching materials that can help students 

and teachers in carrying out learning activities. One of the teaching materials that can be used in learning 

and can make the students active and independent is the module [24]. Modules are teaching materials 

that can stimulate learning motivation, as well as students' intrinsic motivation [25] [26]. The use of 

modules in chemistry learning gives good results to student learning outcomes [27]. 

Based on preliminary research conducted (2017), we have produced a valid and practical 

experimental guided inquiry based chemical equilibrium module with very high level of validity and 

practicality. This module has not been tested for its effectiveness on student learning outcomes and 

student process skills [28]. Based on the above problems, this study aims to reveal the effectiveness of 

guided inquiry-based equilibrium chemistry module integrated experiments on students' learning 

outcomes and science material process skills. 

2.  Research methods 

This research type is quasi experiment research. The research design used is Randomized Control Group 

Posttest Only Design. There are two classes of sample that is experiment class and control class. The 

experimental class is uses integrated inquiry based chemistry equilibrium module is integrated 

experiment while the control class using the book of chemistry class XI Unggul Sudarmo. The study 

population is all students of class XI science of senior high school 1 Padang in the academic year 

2017/2018 consisting of 8 classes. Sampling is done by simple random sampling technique. Obtained 

class XI science 4 as experimental class and class XI science 1 as control class. 
This research was conducted in three stages, namely preparation phase, implementation phase, and 

completion phase. The preparation stage are determining the place and the schedule of the study, 

determining the population and the sample, specifying the experimental class and control class, 
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preparing an integrated inquiry-based integrated chemical equilibrium module, preparing the Chemical 

Equilibrium Study Plan for the experimental class and control class, make a grid about the test, make a 

test question and answer the key, analyze the test questions, and prepare the final test questions. The 

implementation stage is experimental learning that was conducted using experimental integrated 

equilibrium-based chemical equilibrium module, while in the control class using grade XI excel 

chemical book Sudarmo on chemical equilibrium material. At the completion stage, a final test is 

conducted on both sample classes, followed by data processing and the last is to draw conclusions. 

The research instruments used in this study are the test of learning outcomes for knowledge 

competence and observation sheets for SPS activities. The competency test of knowledge is given in 

accordance with the subject matter that has been given to the two sample classes. In order to have a good 

test, so we tested the validity of the test, test reliability, difficulty index, and different power questions 

a were done. From the analysis of 40 items about the test obtained 25 items that meet the standard test 

requirements. 

The results of the SPS evaluation and module filling data were evaluated and processed by percentage 

technique [29], while the difference between the experimental class and control class was done by 

examining the similarity of two two-party test averages [30]. However, the data were first tested for 

normality and homogeneity test. The result of the normality and homogeneity test of the final test result 

showed that both samples were normally distributed and homogeny so that the data analysis was done 

by t-test.                               

3.  Results and discussion 

3.1. Description of data 

Data on student learning outcomes was obtained from final test scores performed at the end of the 

learning in both sample classes. The final test is an objective test with 5 multiple choices of 25 items. In 

the experimental class it were obtained that the lowest value of 64 and the highest value 100. As for the 

control class the lowest value of 60 and the highest value 96. The average value of SPS experiment class 

is 83.1 with very high category, while for the control class is 72.6 with high category. 

3.2. Results data analysis 

3.2.1. Analysis of result. There are 10 SPS indicators assessed in this study, namely (1) planning the 

experiment, (2) asking questions, (3) formulating hypotheses, (4) using tools and materials, (5) 

observing, (6) classifying, (7) interpreting, (8) predicting, (9) applying the concept, and (10) 

communicating. The result of student SPS assessment analysis is shown in Figure 1. 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Average Grades of Student-grade SPS in Exsperiment Class and Control Class at SMAN 1 

Padang. (Pert1 = meeting 1, Pert2 = meeting 2, rata-rata = average) 
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From Figure 1, it can be seen that the results of the SPS students' assessment on the two sample 

classes for the 10 SPS indicators, is 83.1 for the experimental class (very high category) and 72.7 for the 

control class in the high category. These results indicate that the modules structured are very effective 

in supporting the improvement of student SPS. 

3.2.2. Assessment results of module filling. The effectiveness of the module is also supported by the 

value data of the student's answer analysis in answering all questions in the module (job sheet) 

.Questions in the module are arranged based on 10 SPS indicators. Assessment of the results of the 

analysis is varies as follows : (1) answer the pre-lab questions, (SPS-1 indicators, and SPS-2), (2) 

formulate hypotheses, (SPS-3 indicators), (3) fill in the observation table (SPS-5, and SPS-6), (4) answer 

CTQ (indicator SPS-7), (5) do exercises / answer post-lab questions (indicator SPS-8), (6) answer 

questions on LK (indicator SPS-9), and (7) make a conclusion (indicator SPS-10). The result of module 

filling analysis is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Average Answer Values Questions on Student Module of SMAN 1 Padang. (Pert1 = meeting 

1, Pert2 = meeting 2, Pert3 = meeting 3, rata-rata = average) 

 

From Figure 2 it can be seen that for SMAN 1 Padang the result of the evaluation of the student's 

answer on the module in each activity average is (88,5) in very high category, above KKM is 80. These 

results show that modules compiled based on experimental integrated learning guided inquiry model are 

very effective in supporting improved learning outcomes and student SPS 

3.2.3 Student learning outcomes. The data analysis was done through two equality test equations, to see 

whether the mean of the two sample classes was different significantly. Starting from the different values 

of the two sample classes, normality test, homogeneity test, and t test. The value of the students' learning 

outcomes in the two sample classes was calculated to obtain the mean values ( x ), standard deviation 

(S), and variance (S2). From the two sample classes we get the data in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Average, Highest, Lowest, Standard deviation, and Sample Class Variance 

Class N The highest score 
Lowest 

score X  S S2 

Experiment 36 100 64 81.3 10.518 110.629 

Control 31 96 60 77.4 12.24 149.92 

From Table 1, it can be seen that the students' learning outcomes of the experiment class are higher 

than the control class. To test whether there is a significant difference between the experimental class 

and the control class, hypothesis testing is performed. Previously, the normality test and homogeneity 

test were done at first. 

3.2.3.1. Normality test. From the experimental class study and control class, normality test was 

conducted in both sample classes using Liliefors test. A complete normality analysis at a real level of 

0.05 as listed in Table 2. 

Table 2. Normality Test Result of The Sample Class Final Test 

Class α N Lo Lt Distribution 

Experiment 
0.05 

36 0.112811 0.147667 Normal 

Control 31 0.9898 0.15913 Normal 

Table 2 shows that both sample classes have Lo <Lt values at a real level of 0.05. The data of the 

final test results of the two sample classes were normally distributed in this study. 

3.2.3.2. Homogeneity Test. To determine wether the two sample classes have homogeneous variance or 

no homogeneity test using F test for both sample classes. The homogeneity test analysis can be 

summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3. Results of Homogeneity Test for Final Tests Sample Classes 

Class N S2 Fh  Ft Information 

Experiment  36 110,629 
1,05 1,84 Homogeneous 

Control 31 149,92 

From the analysis of data that has been done, shows the variance performed on the final test data of 

both classes of samples obtained Fcount <Ftabel. So it can be concluded that both sample classes have 

homogeneous variance. 

3.2.3.3. Hypothesis testing. From normality test and homogeneity test of experimental class and control 

class shows that both of two classes are normally distributed and have homogeneous variance. 

Therefore, to test the hypothesis used t-test and hypothesis test results data summarized in Table 4 below. 

 

Table 4. Hypothesis Test Results on Classroom Sample Learning Results 

Class N X  S S2 t count t tabel 

Eksperiment 36 81,3 10,518 110,629 
5,72 1,66 

Control 31 77,4 12,24 149,92 

Table 4 shows that tcount> ttable, where tcount = 5.72 and ttable = 1.66, so H0 is rejected and the research 

hypothesis is accepted at the real level of 0.05. It can be interpreted that there are significant differences 

in learning outcomes of knowledge competence for both sample classes.  
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3.3. Discussion 

Based on the description and data analysis obtained, it can be seen that the difference of the students' 

learning outcomes of two sample classes, where the learning outcomes in the experimental class were 

significantly higher than the control class. It caused by the integration with the experience of practicum 

can develop students' skills following a process, observing an object, analyzing, finding, and drawing 

their own conclusions about a particular object or concept. The results of this study are influenced by 

the teaching materials used during the learning process, because the control variables in this study are 

teachers time, curriculum, materials and learning models in both classes of samples. The learning model 

used is guided inquiry learning model. The guided inquiry learning model is a student-centered learning 

model. The students work in small groups with individual roles to ensure that all students are fully 

engaged in the learning process that makes students understand and remember longer. [31] The guided 

inquiry learning model consists of five stages, namely orientation, exploration, concept formation, 

application and covering [32]. The modules are designed based on the guided inquiry learning stage 

according to Hanson (2005). 

The experimental class learning by using an integrated inquiry-based integrated inquiry module can 

attract students' interest in learning, since the module is structured based on the guided inquiry stage of 

Hanson (2005). At the orientation stage, an information is presented with respect to the previous material 

related to the chemical equilibrium material. The exploration stage in module of laboratory activity and 

model. The concept forming stage is the stage of the students relating the facts of the experimental 

results to the submicroscopic illustrations present in the module with critical questions. At the 

application stage students do the exercises and the closing stage on module is the stage of making 

conclusions. The orientation stage is an early stage to prepare learners in learning by providing 

motivation, building interest and raising curiosity. Critical questions are designed based on the scientific 

process indicator because the purpose of this learning module is to improve the science process skills of 

students. Ten SPS indicators were observed in the learning using this module are: (1) planning the 

experiment, (2) asking questions, (3) formulating hypotheses, (4) using tools and materials, (5) 

observing, (6) classifying, (7) interpreting, (8) predicting, (9) applying the concept, and (10) 

communicating. 

The guided inquiry instruction guided in presented and the critical questions made can lead students 

to find concepts on chemical equilibrium materials. This is in accordance with the critical questioning 

function (critical thingking question) in guided inquiry learning is a question that can guide students in 

exploring the model. 

Unlike the case with teaching materials used in the control class, used the book of chemistry class 

XI by Unggul Sudarmo. In this book, there is no critical question but, there are only questions that 

confirm the concept, the questions are not related to each other, the questions that do not guide students 

in finding a concept, so students will have difficulty in building conceptual understanding. 

In the experimental class, with the use of integrated guided inquiry-based modules and experimental 

science process skills in group learning systems, students can work together to build their understanding 

and knowledge, so that students are easier to remember and understand [32]. It happen when students 

answer the critical questions. Students work together and discuss in answering critical questions. Thus, 

learning becomes more effective. This is in accordance with Hanson's opinion [33], which suggests that 

learning becomes more effective when students work together with many discussions both within groups 

and between groups. 

Students using guided inquiry-based modules integrate students 'experimental learning while doing 

themselves in discovering the learned concepts so that students' science process skills develop well, 

students will gain more meaningful experience and stick in their minds. This will have an impact on 

improving SPS and student learning outcomes. Besides, students can learn to solve the problems 

objectively, critically, openly and cooperatively. In the experimental class, when students do the 

exercises and convey the results of the discussion (when confirmation from the teacher), the students 

look enthusiastic in expressing the group's conclusions. This is in accordance with previous studies 

conducted by Nworgu L. N., and Otum V. V. [34], concluding that the effects of inquiry are guided by 
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Analogy Instructional Strategy on the mastery of science process skills in biology learning will 

encourage students to perform well and reduce the gap among students. 

The high learning outcomes of students 'knowledge competence in the experimental class is also 

evident from the students' ability to answer C3 (application) and C4 (analyze) questions. Based on the 

calculation, it is found that the experimental class students more answer the questions of C3 and C4 than 

the students in the control class in the experimental class, 81.0% C3 and 85.0% C4 while in the control 

class, 76.1% C3 and 79.0% C4.  

Assessment of student learning outcomes in the 2013 curriculum is not only on knowledge 

competence but also on an attitude and skill competency assessment. Assessment of attitude and skill 

competencies are conducted during the learning process by the observer based on the observation sheet 

provided. The high learning outcomes of the students in the experimental class significantly compared 

to the students' learning outcomes in the control class are also seen in the affective and psychomotor 

competencies this is because the guided inquiry-based module integrated experiments and science 

process skills in the learning process, it gives the opportunity for the students to participate more actively 

in the learning process compared to the control class. Students are active in making observations, 

processing data and answering critical questions. Wolff and Anita [35] explain that science process skills 

are defined as skills that help to learn, help to find discoveries as well as methods and methods of 

researching, keep all students active, increase student responsibilities, and help them to understand 

practical studies, raise awareness for take responsibility for their own learning. 

The guided inquiry-based integrated inquiry module provides guidance through models, critical 

questions, and exercises. This makes the experimental class has several advantages of the control class 

as follows: 1) Make the experimental class students more active than the control class, because learners 

are required to solve their own problems with the help of critical questions. 2) The experimental class 

students have better science-process skills than the control class. 3) Has a higher cognitive value than 

the control class.  

4.  Conclusion 

Based on the results of research and data analysis, it can be concluded that the use of guided inquiry-

based equilibrium module integrated experiments effectively in improving student learning outcomes 

and skills of high school students. The mean score of SPS students in the experimental class was higher 

(83.1 with very high category) than control class (72,6 with high category). The mean value of the 

students' learning outcomes of the experimental class was also significantly higher (81.3) than the 

control class (77.4). 
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